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Abstract (en)
Wide opening simplified soft-close hinge (11) suitable to be arranged between a fixed part of a cabinet (M), such as an upper wall (16) of an inner
compartment (V) of the cabinet (M), and a moving part of a cabinet for closing the compartment, such as a door (15), wherein the hinge comprises-
a mounting plate (12) to said fixed part of the cabinet M and a fastening plate (14) to said moving part for closing the compartment, such as the door
(15), wherein- said mounting plate (12) is provided with two extensions (21), spaced from each other and directed towards the fastening plate (14),
wherein said two extensions (21) are each provided with a through hole (22), where each through hole is aligned with the other to receive a rotation
pin (18) of the hinge,- said fastening plate (14) is also provided with two extensions (28), arranged at an end of the fastening plate (14), facing the
mounting plate (12) and spaced from each other so as to be able to be placed side by side with the two extensions (21) of the mounting plate (12)
and each also provided with a through hole (29) suitable to be placed side by side and aligned with the holes (22) of the mounting plate (12) and to
receive the rotation pin (18) of the hinge,- said mounting plate (12) is also provided, in the body thereof in a position between said two extensions
(21), with a soft-close cylinder (26),- said fastening plate (14) is further provided, in the body thereof in a position between said two extensions (28)
thereof, with a cam element (3) for operating said soft-close cylinder (26) and springs (38) for the return and stable positioning of the hinge, and a
snap action and return pin (19) inserted passing through slots (34) obtained on opposite sides of said fastening plate (14) and in a slot (33) of said
cam element (30),- wherein said fastening plate (14) can rotate between a hinge open position and a hinge closed position relative to said mounting
plate (12) through an angle of 90° or greater relative to each other, there being provided in said two positions at least two rounded seats or recesses
(23, 24) to be able to house at least part of said snap action and return pin (19) .
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